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Positive Alphabet 
A able, accomplished, accurate, ace, active, adaptable, admirable, adorable, adroit, 
adventurous, affectionate, agile, alert, alive, amazing, ambitious, amusing, 
appealing, appreciative, articulate, artistic, assertive, assured, astonishing, 
astounding, attentive, attractive, astute, awarding, awesome 

B balanced, bashful, beautiful, boisterous, bouncy, brainy, brave, breath-taking, 
breezy, bright, brilliant, bubbly, business-like    

C calm, capable, careful, caring, charming, cheerful, civilized, classic, clever, chic, 
colourful, committed, communicative, competent, confident, considerate consistent, 
co-operative, courageous, creative, crusader, curious  

D daring, dazzling, decent, decisive, dedicated, delicate, delightful, deluxe, 
dependable, deserving, desirable, determined, different, dignified, diligent, 
diplomatic, disarming, diamond, distinctive, divine, dynamic  

E eager, easy going, economical, educated, effective, efficient, energetic, 
enterprising, entertaining, enjoy, enthusiastic, essential, evolving, excellent, 
exceptional, exciting, exclusive, experienced, expert, expressive, exquisite, 
extraordinary, extravagant 

F fabulous, fair, faithful, fantastic, fascinating, fashionable, fast, fearless, feminine, 
fetching, finest, fit, flattering, flexible, flourishing, focused, forgiving, forward-thinking, 
fluent, friendly, frivolous, funny 

G gallant, generous, genius, gentle, glad, glamorous, glorious, glowing, good, good-
humoured, graceful, grateful, grand, great, gregarious, gripping  

H handy, happy, hard-working, healthy, heart-warming, heavenly, heaven-scent, 
helpful, hero, heroine, hilarious, honest, hopeful, humane, humble, humorous  

I idealistic, illuminating, imaginative, immaculate, immense, important, impressive, 
incredible, independent, indispensable, individual, industrious, influential, ingenious, 
innovative, inquisitive, inspiring, intelligent, interesting, intuitive, inventive, 
invigorating, inviting, irresistible  

J jaunty, jazzy, jolly, jovial, joyful, joyous, jubilant  

K keen, kind, kind-hearted, knowledgeable  

L leader, learner, liberal, likeable, listener, literate, logical, lovely, loyal,  
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M magical, magnificent, marvellous, mature, meditative, merciful, merry, 
mesmerizing, methodical, mighty, mild, mindful, miraculous, mischievous, modest, 
motivated, mysterious 

N natural, neighbourly, nimble, nice, noble, notable, novel  

O objective, obliging, observant, open, open-minded, opportunist, “orange”, 
organised, orderly, original, outgoing, outstanding, overjoyed  

P passionate, patient, peaceful, perfect, perceptive, persistent, personable, 
persuasive, pioneering, pleasant, pleasurable, popular, positive, powerful, practical, 
precious, prepared, priceless, proud, productive, professional, proficient  

Q quaint, qualified, quality, questioning, quick, quick-thinking, quiet  

R radiant, rational, ready, realistic, receptive, refined, reflective, refreshing, relaxed, 
reliable, remarkable, reserved, resourceful, respectful  

S selective, serene, self-less, self-reliant, sensational, sensible, sensitive, serious, 
sharing, shrewd, scientific, significant, skilful, skilled, smart, smashing, sociable, 
sparkling, special, spectacular, spirited, spiritual, splendid, stable, striking, strong, 
stunning, stupendous, stylish, successful, sunny, superb, superlative, supportive, 
sweet, sympathetic 

T tactful, talented, technical, tenacious, terrific, thankful, thinker, thorough, 
thoughtful, thrilling, thriving, tidy, timeless, treasure, tremendous, trendy, truthful, 
trusting, trustworthy   

U unbeatable, unblemished, understanding, unflappable, unique, useful 

V versatile, vigorous, vital, vivacious  

W warm, wealthy, welcoming, well-educated, willing, wise, wow, wonderful, worthy, 
wow! 

X eXcellent, eXceptional, eXciting, eXclusive, eXperienced, eXpert, eXpressive, 
eXquisite, eXtraordinary, eXtravagant,  

Y young, youthful, ‘yellow’  

Z zappy, zen, zealous, zany, zest 

  


